
Metaphor Poems
for Year 4

1. "The Butterfly Garden" by Emma Grace
Metaphors:

● "Wings of Painted Poetry" - Throughout Poem: Butterflies as living poems,

symbolizing beauty and grace.

● "Dancing Petals in the Wind" - Mid-Poem: Flowers swaying as a dance,

representing nature's rhythm.

● "Nature's Canvas" - Last Stanza: The garden as an artist's canvas, depicting the

diversity and color of life.

2. "The Ocean's Lullaby" by Liam Parker
Metaphors:

● "The Sea's Soft Whisper" - Opening Line: The ocean's sound as a gentle whisper,

symbolizing calmness.

● "Blue Blanket" - Line 8: The sea as a comforting blanket, representing protection

and comfort.

● "Moon's Mirror" - Line 12: The sea reflecting the moon, depicting beauty and

tranquility.

3. "The Sun's Symphony" by Zoe Kim
Metaphors:



● "Golden Orchestra" - Line 5: The sunrise as a symphony, representing a grand,

harmonious start to the day.

● "Morning's Melody" - Line 3: The sounds of dawn as a melodious song,

symbolizing nature’s rhythm.

● "Day's First Smile" - Line 10: Sunrise as a smile, indicating happiness and warmth.

4. "The Mountain's Majesty" by Carlos Mendez
Metaphors:

● "Giants of the Earth" - Line 2: Mountains as giants, symbolizing strength and

grandeur.

● "Stone Sentinels" - Line 6: Mountains as guardians, representing protection and

steadfastness.

● "Eternal Thrones" - Line 9: Mountains as ancient thrones, indicating timelessness

and majesty.

5. "Whispers of the Wind" by Sarah Nguyen
Metaphors:

● "Invisible Dancer" - Line 4: The wind as a dancer, symbolizing grace and

movement.

● "Nature's Secrets" - Line 8: The wind carrying secrets, representing the

mysterious aspects of nature.

● "Messenger of the Skies" - Line 12: The wind as a messenger, conveying nature’s

whispers.

6. "The Tree's Tale" by Hannah Lee
Metaphors:

● "Living Towers" - Line 7: Trees as towers, symbolizing growth and strength.

● "Leaves of History" - Line 10: Leaves as pages of history, representing the

passage of time.



● "Roots of Wisdom" - Line 15: Tree roots as sources of wisdom, indicating

depth and stability.

7. "Stars in the Night" by Max Turner
Metaphors:

● "Twinkling Hopes" - Line 3: Stars as symbols of hope, representing aspiration and

optimism.

● "Sky's Diamonds" - Line 6: Stars likened to diamonds, symbolizing preciousness

and beauty.

● "Night's Eyes" - Line 9: Stars as eyes of the night, indicating observation and

mystery.
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